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NB: Notation convention
Whenever phonological glosses are provided, word boundaries are 
indicated with spaces, kanji-kanji boundaries with hyphens and 
kanji-hiragana boundaries by periods.

Opening remarks 1

General consensus within writing systems research literature 
is that JWS is remarkably complex (Joyce, 2002; 2011).

Coulmas (1989: 122): [JWS] is often said to be the most intricate 
and complicated writing system ever used by a sizable population.

DeFrancis (1989: 138): [O]ne of the worst overall systems of writing 
ever created.

Sproat (2010: 47): Japanese is a complex system, certainly the 
most complex writing system in use today and a contender for the 
title of the most complex system ever.

And yet, as Yamada (1967) astutely observes, by virtue of its 
complexity, JWS is also undoubtedly of special significance 
for understanding both writing systems and written language.

Opening remarks 2: Historical development 1

Adapted system: Japanese borrowed morphographic 漢字
/kan-ji/ ‘Chinese characters’ from Chinese (prior to C7CE).

Kundoku: Core to that adaption was the ‘meaning-mapping’ 
method of 訓読 /kun-doku/ ‘reading by gloss’ (Lurie (2012).

Basically, associating Chinese characters with Japanese words 
plus rearranging their ordering according to Japanese syntax.

Initially, practice for reading Chinese texts, but also, in reverse, 
became way of implementing written Japanese.

Ondoku: Also origin of dual-reading system for kanji with both 
訓読み /kun-yo.mi/ ‘native-Japanese (NJ) pronunciations’ 
plus 音読み /on-yo.mi/ ‘Sino-Japanese (SJ) pronunciations’.

Chinese character of 人 ‘person’ becomes linked with NJ 
morpheme /hito/ (/fitö/), but also with SJ morpheme /jin/ due to 
the considerable influx of Chinese loanwords by C8CE.

Opening remarks 3: Historical development 2

Development of kana scripts: Both kana scripts initially 
evolved as aids to kundoku, only later used independently.

Katakana: 片仮名 /kata-ka-na/ syllabographs emerged from 
priests annotating Buddhist texts.

Abbreviation process for distinctive features of 万葉仮名 /man-
yō-ga-na/ (term for historical set of phonographic characters).

Hiragana: 平仮名 /hira-ka-na/ syllabographs evolved through 
process of cursive writing, from manyōgana via 草仮名 /sō-
ga-na/ ‘grass style’ of early Heian period (794-1185).

Key point is that, rather than replacing kanji, kana scripts 
became complementary components of overall contemporary 
multi-script JWS. 
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JWS 1: Multi-script nature 1: Proportions

Contemporary JWS also uses ローマ字 /rōmaji/ phonemic 
Roman alphabet and 数字 /sū-ji/ Arabic numerals.

Standard orthographic conventions employ these multi-scripts 
together in largely separate and complementary ways.

Script proportions reflect a variety of sociolinguistic factors.
Igarashi (2007) analyzed for word lists extracted from 3 
newspapers, 9 magazines, and corpus of TV commercials.

Newspapers and commercials at extremes; magazines fall in 
between, but also much variation across range of magazines.

Script type All Newspapers TV commercials

Kanji 60.72% 72.33% 51.38%

Hiragana 20.51% 18.24% 20.51%

Katakana 12.69% 5.73% 17.35%

Alphabetic + numbers 6.09% 3.81% 10.80%

JWS 2: Multi-script nature 2: Example

Example of multi-script Japanese sentence [Admittedly fairly rare to 
have all in single sentence, but this Wikipedia entry attests that it is possible!]

JIS X 0208（ジス X 0208）は、日本語表記、地名、人名などで用
いられる6,879図形文字を含む、主として情報交換用の2バイト符号
化文字集合を規定する日本工業規格である。

JWS 2: Multi-script nature 2: Example

Color coding: kanji, hiragana, katakana, romaji + numbers

JIS X 0208（ジス X 0208）は、日本語表記、地名、人名などで用
いられる6,879図形文字を含む、主として情報交換用の2バイト符号
化文字集合を規定する日本工業規格である。

jisu ekusu rei-ni-rei-hachi (…) wa, ni-hon-go-hyōki, chi-mei, jin-mei
nado de mochi.irareru rokusen-happyaku-nanajū-kyū zu-kei-mo-ji o
fuku.mu, shu.toshite jō-hō-kō-kan-yō no ni.baito fu-gō-ka-mo-ji-shū-
gō o ki-tei.suru ni-hon-kō-gyō-ki-kaku dearu.

JIS X 0208 is a Japanese Industrial Standard that stipulates a 2-
byte encoded character set that is mainly used in information 
exchange that includes 6,879 graphic characters that are used for 
Japanese language writing, place names and personal names, etc.

Example of multi-script Japanese sentence [Admittedly fairly rare to 
have all in single sentence, but this Wikipedia entry attests that it is possible!]

JWS 3: Kanji 1

Standard orthographic convention for kanji is to represent both 
NJ and SJ content words, including nouns, stems of verbs 
and of some adjectives, and some adverbs.

Consistent with morphographic nature of kanji (Joyce 2002, 
2011), example sentence includes polymorphemic word of  
日本語表記 /ni-hon-go-hyōki/ ‘Japanese language writing’
= 日本 ‘Japan’ + 語 ‘language’ + 表記 ‘representation, writing’

Example sentence also includes 含む /fuku.mu/ ‘include’, 
which is a NJ verb, with stem represented by one kanji and 
present-tense inflection represented by one hiragana 
character.

JWS 4: Kanji 2

‘List of kanji for general use’ guidelines Date Kanji

当用漢字表 /tō-yō-kan-ji-hyō/ 1946 1,850

常用漢字表 /jō-yō-kan-ji-hyō/ Oct 1981 1,945

Jōyō kanji list revision [-5 +196 = 191] Nov 2010 2,136

教育漢字 /kyō-iku-kan-ji/ ‘education kanji’ for Grades 1-6 (1,006)

Remainder taught during high school (1,130)

Estimated more than 10,000 kanji commonly used in written 
Japanese at the end of Tokugawa period (1603-1868)

However, since mid-20th century, Japanese government 
issuing guidelines to reduce numbers of kanji in common use.

Generally conformed to in official documents and newspapers, 
but, as will soon mention briefly, jōyō list is certainly not 
prescriptive for all written Japanese!

JWS 5: Kanji 3

JIS X 0208 character set for electronic information exchange 
effectively imposes stronger upper limit on kanji numbers.

It specifies 6,355 kanji (2,965 level 1 and 3,390 level 2 kanji).

Counts Ratios

Kanji level Types Tokens Types Tokens
2010 Jōyō 2,136 74,885,048 33.03 96.12
JIS1 + JIS2 4,093 2,805,816 63.30 3.60
Others 237 214,194 3.67 0.00
Totals 6,466 77,905,058 100.00 100.00

Joyce, Hodošček, & Nishina (2012) report coverage data for 
their word lists taken from Balanced Corpus of Contemporary 
Written Japanese (BCCWJ; Maekawa et al 2011).
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JWS 6: Kanji 4

Jōyō kanji vary greatly in terms of their visual complexity.

一 ichi one [= simplest of just 1 stroke]

鬱 utsu depression [= most complex with 29 strokes]

However, kanji also possess internal structure.
e.g., 女 /onna/ ‘female’ is jōyō kanji, but it is also a traditional 
radical, being the left component of 28 jōyō kanji.

奴 好 如 妃 妊 妨 妙 妖 始 姉 姓 妬 妹 姻
娯 娠 姫 娘 婚 婦 媒 媛 婿 嫁 嫌 嫉 嫡 嬢

Joyce, Masuda & Ogawa (2014) analyzed jōyō + JIS1 kanji 
according to 3 basic visual configurations.

Configuration jōyō kanji JIS1 kanji

Left-right configuration 54.9% 56.4%

All 3 configurations 93.3% 93.3%

JWS 7: Kana 1

Can represent all syllables (mora) of contemporary Japanese
46 basic characters [48 with 2 historical forms (gray)]

Hiragana
A I U E O
あ い う え お

K- か き く け こ
S- さ し す せ そ
T- た ち つ て と
N- な に ぬ ね の
H- は ひ ふ へ ほ
M- ま み む め も
Y- や ゆ よ
R- ら り る れ ろ
W- わ ゐ ゑ を
N ん

Katakana
A I U E O
ア イ ウ エ オ

K- カ キ 久 ケ コ

S- サ シ ス セ ソ

T- タ チ ツ テ ト

N- ナ ニ ヌ ネ ノ

H- ハ ヒ フ ヘ ホ

M- マ ミ ム メ モ

Y- ヤ ユ ヨ

R- ラ リ ル レ ロ

W- ワ ヰ ヱ ヲ

N ン

JWS 8: Kana 2

Also, same ways of extending for voicing and combinations.
Hiragana

A I U E O
G- が ぎ ぐ げ ご

Z- ざ じ ず ぜ ぞ

D- だ ぢ づ で ど

B- ば び ぶ べ ぼ

P- ぱ ぴ ぷ ぺ ぽ

Katakana
A I U E O

G- ガ ギ グ ゲ ゴ

Z- ザ ジ ズ ゼ ゾ

D- ダ ヂ ヅ デ ド

B- バ ビ ブ ベ ボ

P- パ ピ プ ぺ ポ

ya yu yo
K- きゃ きゅ きょ
S- しゃ しゅ しょ
T- ちゃ ちゅ ちょ
N- にゃ にゅ にょ
H- ひゃ ひゅ ひょ
M- みゃ みゅ みょ
R- りゃ りゅ りょ

ya yu yo
K- キャ キュ キョ
S- シャ シュ ショ
T- チャ チュ チョ
N- ニャ ニュ ニョ
H- ヒャ ヒュ ヒョ
M- ミャ ミュ ミョ
R- リャ リュ リョ

JWS 9: Hiragana

Hiragana used for functional words, such as copula, auxiliary 
する /suru/ ‘do’ verb, inflectional elements of verbs and some 
adjectives (known as 送り仮名 /oku.ri.ga-na/), grammatical 
case marks and conjunctions.

Instances within example sentence included:
である /dearu/ formal present-tense of copula (to be)

する /suru/ ‘do’ + SJ 規定 /ki-tei/ ‘stipulations’  ‘stipulate’

の /no/ ‘possessive; nominalization’ (most frequent)

は /ha/  /wa/ when representing topic particle

ヘ /he/  /e/ when representing destination particle

を /wo/  /o/ as object particle [sole modern usage]

Only hiragana-pronunciation inconsistencies relate to 3 
characters when used as case particles; namely,

JWS 10: Katakana

Katakana used for 外来語 /gai-rai-go/ ‘foreign-Japanese’ (FJ) 
(but not Chinese words), foreign names, animal and plant 
species names, onomatopoeia, emphasis and as glosses.

Two instances within example sentence included:

バイト /baito/ ‘byte’ (English loanword)

ジス /jisu/ pronunciation of JIS abbreviation (Japanese 
Industrial Standards) (within parentheses)

Extra extensions to cope with non-native Japanese phonology. 
クヮ kwa クェ kwe クィ kwi クォ kwo キェ kye
スィ sui シェ she ズィ zui ズェ zue
ファ fa フェ fe フィ fi フォ fo …..

Mora module of Japanese lexical properties database (Joyce, 
Hodošček, & Masuda, 2017) specifies 168 mora in total.

JWS 11: Rōmaji

Rōmaji is usually used to represent foreign words and names, 
particularly in advertising and mass media.

One instance within example sentence was:
JIS within ‘JIS X 0208’; reference code for character encoding

Basic set of 26 letters used for English, supplemented with 
macrons (Āā Ēē Īī Ōō Ūū) for long vowels, is sufficient.

富士山
Mount Fuji

fujisan Hebonshiki [used by Hepburn]

hudisan Nihonshiki [least common]

huzisan Kunreishiki [Cabinet (1954)]

But, target pronunciation often not clear due to both multiple 
romanization conventions and different source languages.
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JWS 12: Numerals

Arabic numerals widely used to represent numbers, 
particularly in scientific and financial domains.

Two instances within example sentence were:
0208 rei-ni-rei-hachi within ‘JIS X 0208’

6,879 rokusen-happyaku-nanajū-kyū as number

But, 6,879 in kanji would become 六千八白七十九, where digit 
values must be indicated (i.e., ‘six-thousand, eight-hundred 
and seventy-nine’).

Naturally, there are kanji for numbers exist, such as 

一 ニ 三 四 五 六 七 八 九 十 百 千 万

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 100 1,000 10,000

JWS 13: Graphic variation 1

However, vital to distinguish between 正書法 /sei-sho-hō/ 
‘orthography’ (lit. correct-write-way), in prescriptive sense, 
and 表記 /hyō-ki/ ‘(graphic) representation’ [express-record].

In reality, (ortho)graphic variation is also a ubiquitous 
characteristic of JWS (Joyce, Hodošček, & Nishina, 2012, 
Joyce & Masuda, 2016, 2017, under review).

Graphic variation: Most frequent 100 short-unit words (SUW) 
and 100 long-unit words (LUW) (Joyce et al. 2012).

Word class SUW means SUW ranges LUW means LUW ranges

Nouns 7.13 1-34 6.62 1-16

Verbs 10.19 2-28 6.64 1-21

i-adjectives 9.96 2-24 5.30 2-28

adverbs 6.46 2-29 4.64 2-13

Mean 8.44 5.80

JWS 14: Graphic variation 2

Moreover, corpus-based frequencies probably vastly 
underestimating pervasiveness of variants! 

玉葱 /tama-negi/ ‘onions’
[SUW noun]

玉ねぎ 1,026 0.49

タマネギ 446 0.21

たまねぎ 345 0.17

玉葱 172 0.08

玉ネギ 94 0.05

2,087

洗濯物 /sen-taku-mono/
‘laundry’ [LUW noun]

洗濯物 622 0.90

せんたくもの 22 0.03

洗濯もの 22 0.03

洗たく物 15 0.02

洗濯モノ 4 0.01

せんたく物 2 0.00

洗濯もん 1 0.00

688

JWS 15: Graphic variation 3

全然 /zen-zen/ not at all (-); entirely (+) [all-as such] [SUW adverb]

全然 4,869 0.83 全々 3 0.00

ぜんぜん 906 0.15 全っ然 2 0.00

ゼンゼン 34 0.01 ぜっんぜん 2 0.00

ぜーんぜん 27 0.00 ぜんぜ〜ん 1 0.00

ぜ〜んぜん 9 0.00 じぇんっじぇん 1 0.00

ぜんっぜん 7 0.00 ぜん〜ぜん 1 0.00

じぇんじぇん 3 0.00 5,865

Kanji-representation is dominant (despite trend towards using 
hiragana for adverbs), but kana-representations indicating 
variant pronunciations with different nuances, such as 
lengthened vowel (ぜーんぜん /zēnzen/) and mock imitation 
of child pronunciation (じぇんっじぇん /jenjjen/).

JWS 16: Intentionality factors 1

Joyce & Masuda (2017, under review) proposing tentative 
classification for various factors of intentionality that exert 
considerable influence on Japanese graphic representations.

3 broad categories of message context, script sensibilities and 
creative representation.

Script Common associations
Kanji Chinese, Japanese, meaningful, hard, difficult, formal,

learned, erudite, calligraphy, vigor, visual, masculine, adult
Hiragana Japanese, soft, round, simple, lovely, informal, general,

default, tender, feminine, young, child
Katakana foreign, angular, hard, informal, scientific, pop culture, novel,

modernity, futuristic, emphasis, neural, young
Rōmaji international, English, business, marketing, distinctive, public,

prestige, scholarly, exotic, cool, young

Under sensibilities, common associations for each script type.

JWS 17: Intentionality factors 2

Selective examples include:
Graphic variants:
Both kanji + hiragana, 
and rōmaji replication

Graphic play 1:
Image + mixed (kanji-
rōmaji) representations

Graphic play 2:
Image+kanji combined

 + 旅 /tabi/ ‘travel’
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Priming 1: Two-kanji compound words 1

Basic Japanese morphological structure is the two-morpheme 
compound word, where its constituent morphemes are 
represented by the orthographically-associated kanji.

Despite combinational simplicity, considerable diversity in 
terms of the morphological relationships between 
constituents (as illustrated on next slide).

Accordingly, constituent-morpheme priming paradigm 
(presenting either first or second constituent as prime to 
compound word-target) represents a particularly effective tool 
for investigating the lexical retrieval and representation of 
compound words within Japanese mental lexicon.

Priming 2: Two-kanji compound words 2

Modifier + modified 山桜 mountain cherry 国道 national road 

Verb + complement 登山 mountain climbing 殺人 murder 

Complement + verb 外食 eating out 毒殺 kill by poison 

Associative pairs 親子 parent + child 生死 life + death 

Synonymous pairs 山岳 mountains 変化 change 

Repetitions 段々 gradually 個々 individual 

Derivatives 不明 unclear, obscure 史的 historic 

Abbreviations 外大 foreign studies uni. 春闘 spring offensive 

Phonetic borrowing 葡萄 /budō/ grapes 阿片 /ahen/ opium 

Priming 3: Hirose (1992) 1

Prime-target conditions (Exp. 1) Prime Target

First-constituent 会 会社

Second-constituent 計 設計

Unrelated condition 歴 責任

Hirose’s (1992) results and hypotheses

400
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Prime condition
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s)

First constituent

Second constituent

Unrelated 1 Processing of compound words 
progresses from left to right.

2 Compound words sharing same 
first kanji are arranged in ‘clusters’ 
(akin to ‘bin’), but compound 
words sharing second kanji are 
not linked.

Priming 4: Hirose (1992) 2

Concerns relating to Hirose’s (1992) hypotheses
First concern relating to retrieval mechanism, with Hirose’s 
(1992) hypotheses evoke notions of serial search.

Issues for ‘cluster’ hypothesis from morphological perspective.

NJ and SJ compound words sharing 青 /ao/ (NJ) and /sei/ (SJ) 
‘blue; green’ as their first constituents

青空 /ao-zora/ ‘blue sky’

青物 /ao-mono/ ‘greens, vegetables’

青年 /sei-nen/ ‘adolescent’

青銅 /sei-dō/ ‘blue bronze’

Synonymous NJ and SJ compound words

山登り /yama-nobo.ri/
‘mountain climbing’

登山 /to-zan/

Priming 5: Joyce (2002) Constituent-morpheme

Joyce (1999, 2002): Essentially replications of Hirose (1999).

5 word-formation principles:

1 Modifier + modified (MM) 山桜 /yama-zakura/ ‘mountain cherry’

2 Verb + complement (VC) 登山 /to-san/ ‘mountain climbing’

3 Complement + verb (CV) 外食 /gai-shoku/ ‘eating out’

4 Associative pairs (AP) 男女 /dan-jo/ ‘men and women’

5 Synonymous pairs (SP) 山岳 /san-gaku/ ‘mountains’

3 word-formation principles:

1 First constituent 外 /soto/ ‘outside’ 外国

/gaikoku/

‘foreign country’
2 Second constituent 国 /kuni/ ‘country’

3 Unrelated 勢 /hazumi/ ‘forces’
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Priming 6: Joyce (2002): Exp. 1: Procedure

Exp. 1 procedure: Same as Hirose’s (1992) Exp. 1 with 
long stimulus onset asynchronicity (SOA) of 3000 ms

＋

Prime Fixation Point
1000 ms

Blank Screen
500 ms

Prime Stimulus
1000 ms

Blank Screen
500 ms

Target Fixation Points
1000 ms

外

＋ ＋

Blank Screen
500 ms

Target Stimulus
Until Response外国

Priming 7: Joyce (2002): Exp. 1: Results

Reaction time (RT) results for Exp. 1

Word-Formation Principle of Two-Kanji Compound Words
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Priming 8: Joyce (2002): Exp. 2: Procedure

Exp. 2 procedure: Short SOA of 250 ms

Inter Trial Interval
1500 ms

＋

Prime Fixation Point
250 ms

Prime Stimulus
200 ms

Mask
50 ms

Target Stimulus
Until Response

外

※

外国

Priming 9: Joyce (2002): Exp. 2: Results

RT results for Exp. 2

Word-Formation Principle of Two-Kanji Compound Words
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Priming 10: Joyce (2002): Summary

In all word-formation conditions, RTs from both constituent 
conditions were significantly faster than in unrelated 
condition.

However, in all but one word-formation principle, RT 
differences between constituent were not significant.

Clearly, both related conditions facilitated responses to targets, 
and, in majority of cases, at similar levels.

To account for these results, in contrast to the notion of 
clusters, I have proposed Japanese lemma-unit model 
(JLUM) of Japanese mental lexicon (which will be outlined 
shortly).

Priming 11: Positional sensitivity 1: Positional frequencies

Joyce (2003a, 2003b) further investigated faster RTs for first-
constituents  condition only observed in the verb + 
complement conditions.

More specifically, as positional frequencies within compound 
words related to word class, finding could potentially reflect 
importance of semantic information for verbs.

So controlled for positional frequencies (Joyce & Ohta, 2002) 
of verb constituents in verb + complement and reversed 
complement + verb compound words.

Kanji Compounds First Second Ratio

以 17 17 0 100%

務 63 0 63 0%
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Priming 12: Positional sensitivity 2: Designs

In Joyce (2003a), all four conditions were within-participants.

In Joyce (2003b), two levels of positional ratio (low vs. high) 
were between-participants.

Conditions Examples Positional ratio

(2003a) (2003b)

LPR-V+C 止血 stop bleeding 10% 10%

C+LPR-V 順延 postpone 10% 11%

HPR-V+C 預金 deposit money 96% 94%

C+HPR-V 専務 special duty 96% 94%

Priming 13: Positional sensitivity 3: Results

Joyce (2003a) results (within-participants)

LPRV+C First = Second

C+LPR-V First = Second

HPR-V+C First < Second

C+HPR-V First > Second

Joyce (2003b) results (between-participants)

LPRV+C First < Second

C+LPR-V First = Second

HPR-V+C First < Second

C+HPR-V First > Second

Priming 14: Positional sensitivity 4: Summary

Reversed pattern of facilitation from high-positional-ratio verbs 
across 2 conditions was replicated in the two experiments.

Extending notion of morphological involvement within the 
lexical processing of Japanese compound words

Findings indicate that verbal constituents may be more 
effective in activating the family of compound words of which 
they are a constituent.

VC + CV examples illustrating issues of type vs. token frequencies

殺人 /satsu-jin/ ‘homicide’  = /koro.su/ ‘kill’ + /hito/ ‘person’

自殺 /ji-satsu/ ‘suicide’ = /mizuka.ra/ ‘self’ + /koro.su/ ‘kill’

銃殺 /jū-satsu/ ‘shooting’ = /jū/ ‘gun’ + /koro.su/ ‘kill’

毒殺 /doku-satsu/ ‘poison’ = /doku/ ‘poison’ + /koro.su/ ‘kill’

Priming 15: Brief SOAs 1: Exp. 1: Design

Masuda & Joyce (2018) conducted 2 experiments to examine 
constituent-morpheme priming at very short SOAs.

Word-formation principles: (within participants)

1 Verb + complement (VC) 採血 /sai-ketsu/ ‘take blood’

2 Complement + verb (CV) 強打 /kyō-da/ ‘strike hard’

3 Modifier + modified (MM) 円形 /en-kei/ ‘round shape’

4 Synonymous pairs (SP) 取得 /shu-toku/ ‘acquisition’

Prime conditions: (within participants)
First constituent, second, unprimed (control)

SOA conditions: (between participants)
60, 90, 120, and 150 ms

Priming 16: Brief SOAs 2: Procedure

Beep + Prime fixation point - 250 ms

Prime stimulus - 40 ms
Unprimed condition
First constituent prime condition
Second constituent prime condition

Mask - 20 ms

SOA adjustment
60 ms condition – No blank
90 ms condition – 30 ms blank

120 ms condition – 60 ms blank
150 ms condition – 90 ms blank

Target stimulus -
Until response or 1500 ms

Inter-trial interval 1000 ms

＋

強

打

※

強打

Priming 17: Brief SOAs 3: Exp. 1 priming effect results

* p < 0.05   ** p < 0.01   *** p < 0.001
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Priming 18: Brief SOAs 4: Exp. 2 Mixed lexical stratum 1

One factor that greatly contributes to complexity of JWS is the 
dual-reading system of both SJ and NJ pronunciations.

Compound words discussed so far are SJ words, pronounced 
according to onyomi, but NJ compound words also exist, 
which are read according to kunyomi.

Exp. 2 contrasted 3 SJ compounds with 2 NJ compounds

5 word-formation principles (within-participants)
1 SJ-VC 受信 /ju-shin/ ‘receive mail’

2 SJ-CV 宿泊 /shuku-haku/ ‘stay in lodging/ inn’

3 SJ-MM 農村 /nō-son/ ‘farming village’

4 NJ-CV 手編み /te-a.mi/ ‘hand-knit’

5 NJ-MM 砂浜 /suna-hama/ ‘sand beach’

SOA conditions (between-participants): 90, 120 and 150 ms

Priming 19: Brief SOAs 5: Exp. 2 priming effect results

* p < 0.05   ** p < 0.01   *** p < 0.001
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Priming 20: Brief SOAs 5: Summary 1

In both experiments using very-brief SOAs, significant priming 
effects were observed, which indicates the early activation 
and influences of 3 forms of morphological information.

Left-to-right processing advantage: Generally, priming 
effects greater for first-constituents compared to second.

Finding suggests that it is easier to extend from activated 
phonological information compared to reversal operation 
necessary for second constituent.

Head-morpheme advantage: Verbal constituents of VC and 
CV compounds and nouns of MM compounds generally 
exhibit greater priming that other constituent.

Finding may reflect fact that the meanings of head-morpheme 
and of whole compound word are more similar, so semantic 
influence

Priming 21: Brief SOAs 6: Summary 2

Lexical-stratum advantage: Generally RTs faster for NJ 
compounds, particularly, NJ-CV compounds, compared to SJ 
compounds.

This contrast may reflect phonological match between prime 
and initial pronunciation of NJ compounds.

Moreover, for NJ compounds, constituents tend to be kunyomi
dominant kanji (more frequently used as NJ), and so may 
benefit from faster semantic activation of prime than onyomi
dominant kanji (within SJ compounds).

Overview

Opening remarks

Overview of contemporary Japanese writing system (JWS)
[Drawing primarily on Joyce & Masuda (2018)]

Overview of some constituent-morpheme priming studies
[Drawing primarily on Joyce (2002, 2004); Masuda & Joyce (2018)]

Closing remarks

Closing remarks 1: Morphology and compound words

Psycholinguists are interested in morphology, because

(1) Important aspect of linguistic knowledge
(2) Sheer numbers of polymorphemic words that exist, and
(3) Relative ease in producing + understanding them.

Constituent-morpheme priming studies, as briefly outlined 
today, suggests that research into the processing of 
compound words might benefit from paying more attention to 
the morphological structures of compound words.

Certainly, abundant compounding patterns of Japanese 
lexicon and characteristics of JWS make Japanese a 
particularly suitable language for research in this area.
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Closing remarks 2: Mental lexicon models

Two central issues for models of the mental lexicon are lexical 
retrieval + lexical representation.

Naturally, mutually-defining aspects, because retrieval 
mechanisms assumed will limit and constrain the      
organization of lexical representations.

While earlier models proposed search mechanisms, since 
emergence of connectionist (PDP) models from early 1980s, 
mental lexical models that assume activation mechanisms 
have been extremely influential.

Basic interactive-activation framework has been applied to 
modeling Chinese and Japanese mental lexicons.

Multilevel IA: Chinese
Taft & Zhu (1997)

Multi-
Character
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CAM: Japanese
Saito (1997)
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Closing remarks 5: Taft, Liu & Zhu (1999) Chinese lemma

Taft, Liu, & Zhu (1999) proposed important modification to  
multilevel interactive-activation model for Chinese.

Replace whole-word level representations with lemma unit 
representations.

Advantages from this modification:
(1) Eliminates representational redundancy,
(2) Provides elegant solution to handling homographs, with 

appropriate links, and
(3) Can model varying degrees of semantic transparency.

Closing remarks 6: JLUM (Joyce 2002, 2004) 1

Joyce (1999, 2002, 2004) adopts and modifies the basic 
framework as Japanese lemma-unit model (JLUM) as a 
model of the Japanese mental lexicon.

Issues that motivated Taft et al (1999) are all also relevant to 
models of Japanese mental lexicon (cf. Saito 1997).

JLUM provides appealing account of results from constituent-
morpheme priming results.

Basically, in contrast to serial search kind of mechanisms that 
Hirose (1992) seemed to evoke, JLUM assumes activation 
mechanism, so can explain priming from both constituent  
morphemes.

Closing remarks 7: JLUM (Joyce 2002, 2004) 2

Other important advantages of JLUM as model of Japanese 
mental lexicon are:
(1) Integrates both kanji and kana processing within a single 

model.  No previous model has considered this.
(2) Can model the nuances of on- and kun-reading usage.

Also, potentially easier to implement more principled 
distinction between semantic + syntactic with the lemma units

Hopefully, that will become increasingly more important as 
related projects in mapping out lexical knowledge in 
Japanese progress.
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Closing remarks 8: JLUM (Joyce 2002, 2004) 3
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Closing remarks 9: JLUM (Joyce 2002, 2004) 4
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Closing remarks 10: JLUM (Joyce 2002, 2004) 5
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Closing remarks 11: Summary 1

Although JWS is undeniably complex, it has evolved over long 
history and its mixture of scripts effectively serves to;
(1) Differentiate between content and grammatical elements,
(2) Generally distinguish between its main lexical stratum.

Yet, multi-scripts simultaneously license extremes of graphic 
variation that are not consistent with narrow concept of 
orthography (Joyce & Masuda, under review).

It is, therefore, also necessary to consider the various 
motivational and effect factors that influence JWS.

JWS’s multi-scripts foster highly imaginative and innovative 
ways of (ortho)graphically representing language.

Writing in Japanese involves interaction between factors of 
conventionality and intentionality, which, arguably, promote 
particular awareness of written language.

Closing remarks 12: Summary 2

Accordingly, psycholinguistic research that investigates 
aspects of JWS, such as its multiple scripts and rich 
compound-word morphological, can potentially provide key 
insights concerning the complex interrelationships between 
semantics, phonology and orthography, that are foundational 
to more adequately understanding writing systems and 
human cognition!

Thank you for your kind attention

ご清聴ありがとうございます


